Is our thinking on
depression wrong?
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Scientists are looking at whether the disease originates in the
immune system, not the brain. The answer could revolutionise
how we treat mental health problems, writes Anna Magee
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depression at

antidepressants raise the risk of suicide
when taken by healthy people.

The most ,,;dely prescribed

serotonin is the key culprit for mood
di!}Ordcrs, bnt now a growing number

ofdoctors are subscribing to a radical
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this highly
debilitating
disease, and the
best way to treat
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One third of d epressed patients
ha~ increased ln"ammatlon

welcome news to approximately half of
depre~d patients, who don't respond
to first lme treatment w:ith SSRis.

The serotonin question

Increasingly, experts are questioning
the con~ept that depression is a
serotonin problem. In April last year
Dr David Healy, professor of psychiai:,.y
at Bangor UniversJty, published a
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The Marketing of a M}•lh which ·
concluded: "The lowered serotonin
theory f~f depression] took root in
the public domain rather than in
g:%b!1~ei~nnacology... a piece of
0

,

Dr Keliy Brogan, a psychiatrist in
New York, concurs: "In six decades

;~~~~n~:~~ds~~~h~~i~~I,
unbalance m the brain. There has never
~een a hwnan study that successfully
::~:~..rotonin levels and
Dr Brogan explores the theories
of the causes of depression and the
Scientific evidence t~t lay behind them
in her new book, A Mmd ofYour Oum
She, and others, believe that depressi~n

inhibitors (SSRis),and work on the
basis that depression is caused by low
levels of the brain chemical serotonin
and that ii can be treated by correcting

I thi;!11J:~~J:; we·,-e been told that

~an instead be the res~dt ~four .
immune system working m overdrive,
caus!ngt~ammati.on..that may.
manifest m the brain. Dep~1?n
is oft:e!l an tr:Ramn:iatory CO!l~lU?n,
a manifestation of irregulanties m
the bo~y that can start far ~way ~m I
the b_ram ~.dare not associated. \\1th
~e s1~ph!!tic model ~~so-called
chemical imbalances. she says. ·
S~~h an ~gument ('hall~nges
trad1tiona~ 1~eas of depress1.on
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is in fact the resultofintlammation
in the body, caused by the body's
immune system reacting to an
infection or stre~.
1
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How the immune sy~
can make us depf1!!Med
Inflammation is part of the body's
naturaJ response when we' · k
"The substances we prod~~~n·
response to an infeclion su h
\~rus are called cytokines, ~da~~y J
si.gnaJ the immune system to activat ·• I
s31·s. Dr Valeria Mondelli, senior
e.
chmcal lecturer in psychological
medicine at King's College London.
Dr Mondelli believes that high
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environmentscouldplaymoreof
a role than we lhought.
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andaffectthewaytheycomm ~ms
( leading to depression. "We've un Cate,
seen re~atedly that people with
~epress1on have higher levels of
u~fla~mati~n in their brains, and
"e think t!lls ~uld be a new theory
of depres.s1on m competition to the
chemical imbalance theory."
on.e third of depressed patients
haw increased inflammation she
says, and they are the same ~pie
"''ho don't respond to SSRis.
\~e've all experienced how
hat1nga cold or flu can affeL1 mood
- ~ve become less sociable, more
withdra~ and generally fed up.
Perhaps th1s lsn'tjust feeling sorry for
yourself because you're run down
but i~mmatio~ acting on the br,;.i.ii,
ctu.smgclassic Slgns ofdepression
More evidence for the theory ·
com~s from the fact that people
with inflammatory diseases such
as rhe~matoid arthritis (RA) suffer
from higher levels ofdepression
lhan average.
· In a study at the Glasgow Royal
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The new blood test
!hat could change
everything

lnfirmaIY, <1ocron; no.ticed
that when patients W1th
RA (caused when the
Unmune system attac~ the

The inflammation
theory could have major
implications for how we
think about, and treat.
depression. Although SSRI

joints) were given precise

anti·infiammatorydrugs

to calm down the Immune

e

system, their mood
improved. Brain scans
showed the volunteers
weren'tjust feeling ,
happier because their
pain had Unproved. '"The
brain pathways invol~ed
in mediating depression

were favourably ~d

In people who were giv~n
immune interventions.

says Prof Iain Mclnnes, ~
consultant rheumatolDglSl
who ran thes~udy.

The role or stress
!l's notjust physical

Illnesses and infections that
may trigger inflammation:
cytokines are also activated
in response to strE'SS.
Dr Mondelli last year
published a meta-analysis
which found that people
who had experienced
traumatic effects in
childhood had higher levels
of brain inflammation in

adulthood. "We fuund
that having had severe
stress during childhood
predisposes you to mental
health problems by
Increasing the levels of
inflammation."

She believes that people
who experlencod high
Levelsoflnfection or trauma

as children may develop
compromised immune
systems. As a result, they
may be more susceptible
to developing depression
as adults an.er subsequent,
repeated stress or infections

Meditation stimulates antilnfta.mmatory g@MS

in adulthood. "Childhood
trauma and mfections can
prime the immune systf'm,
and that may then become
a risk factor to developing
depression in adult.hood,"
she explains. '"If they then
face another stressful event.
the)' may be more likely to
develop depression, because
their immune system is
already threatened~

antidepressants do provide
relief for many people with

depreAion, a significant
1 minority do not respond,
and a string of studies have
shown that this same group
tend lO have high le\.-els of
inflammation..
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In July, researchers from

King's College London
published a study in Th<
1"teniationa1Journalof
Neuropsychophannacology

In which depressed patients
were given a blood test that
focused on two biomarkers
measuring inflammation
in the body. Patients With
high Jevels of infiammatory
markers were the ones who
didn't respond to SSRis.
Though more research
and development of the
blood test is needed,
the team at King's say it
paves the way for more
•pen;oaalised psychiatry",
where treatment ts guided
by such blood tests, rather
than the current one-size·
fits-all approach.
·patients who have
blood inflammation above
a certain threshold could
be directed towards earlier
access to more as.5ertive
antidepressant strategies,
Including the addition of
other antidepressants or
anti· Inflammatory drugs,"
saJd Prof Carmine Pariente,
a leading psychiatrist and
senior author of the srudy.
It seems. then, that what
was considered for centuries
as a mental illness might
originate - at least for some
- in our physical bodies.
•finally, we can say that
depression is not always
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problem in your body as
well," says Dr Mondelli.
"If people start to
think about depression In
this way, it could be less
stigmatising because we
\Vould be seeing depression
as a real physical illness,
much like diabetes. ft
could, in time, also lead to a
revolution in treatments."
AnnaMageeis-of
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